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About our Company

- Profiles for antisplash system;

- Finishing and decorative profiles and thresholds;

  Significant stocks of raw materials and an optimal stock of finished products are constantly 
available in warehouses for all commodity items, which allows fulfilling any orders promptly.

      quality;

  Our Company's Key Strategic Guidelines:

      assorting and logistic leadership;

luka@luka-samara.ru.

  LUKA, LLC, is a reliable, dynamically developing enterprise, a manufacturer of aluminum and 
stainless steel profiles as well as floor coverings thresholds. 

- Profiles for tiles and porcelain stoneware;

  The company provides professional painting services for steel and aluminum products.

- Storage hooks;
- Baseboards made of aluminum and stainless steel.

  The Company's products are sold throughout the territory of Russia, as well as in the CIS 
countries and Europe. Our clients are large federal and regional DIY networks, wholesale 
dealers, retail stores of finishing materials, design studios as well as architectural offices and 
construction companies.

- GOST profiles (DIY (“do-it-yourself”) profiles);

  LUKA, LLC, produces a wide range of products:

  The Company's own separate divisions (in St. Petersburg, Chelyabinsk and Novosibirsk), as 
well as its wide distribution network, allows to maintain deliveries promptly and create high-quality 
service for our customers.

     

      technological leadership;

      product customization.

  Developed and applied logistics schemes make it possible to deliver products in a timely and 
mobile manner to any region of Russia.

  The most convenient development conditions for work are created for each of the partners:
A flexible system of discounts has been developed, advertising support is being provided, and 
issues of delivery of goods to any region of Russia have been resolved.

  LUKA, LLC, constantly monitors the development of related areas of production of finishing 
materials, adopts the best world experience and moves forward from year to year, both in the 
development of production and in working with consumers. LUKA Company is always open for 
feedback, so we are waiting for your questions and suggestions by e-mail: 



years on the market

qualified specialists

assortment positions

regular customers
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Decorative Profiles Line

These profiles are created for a brilliant accent in the 
interior. They combine elegance and convenience. 
Golden and silver decor elements resemble paint stains 
from careless brush strokes. Easy to install, protect 
corners of tile joints from chips and damage. Available in 
both glossy and matt versions.

New aluminum latches ПС 09-2 and ПС 09-3 with a PVC insert are 
embedded aluminum products that easily solve the problem of 
installing T-shaped profiles. It is enough to fix the latch, lay the 
flooring, and then place the T-profile pre-installed in the PVC insert 
in the mate. Available in a length of 2700 mm. The catalog provides 
a detailed diagram of their installation.

Aluminum Latches

Dual-Purpose Dowel 
(Bi-Dowel)

The design of this fastener has no analogues in Russia. 
Bi-Dowel was developed and put into production by 
Luka in 2018, and in 2019, it was officially patented.
A key advantage is the ability to use a fastener for both 
T-profiles and profiles with hidden fasteners.
Pay attention to two Bi-Dowel delivery options. 

see on page 23

see on page 27

see on page 27
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Lamination

Lamination is the process of applying a special wear-resistant 
multi-layer laminated film with a thickness of 200 microns on 
an aluminum profile. Laminate coating repeats not only the 
texture, but also the texture of natural wood, so it is ideal for 
decors of parquet boards and laminated flooring.

- high resistance to mechanical stress and abrasion;
- do not produce the “cold metal” effect in contact;

Color anodizing

Anodizing creates an oxide film on the surface of the product 
to protect the surface layer of aluminum from oxidation, 
leading to corrosion. The electrochemical process of applying 
a metallic decorative coating. In the process of anodizing, the 
profile is placed in a bath with a special acid solution, and 
under the influence of electric current, an anode coating with 
a thickness of 15 μm is formed on the profile. Anodizing is 
performed according to GOST 9.031-74. 
Color Code: 01l, 02l, 04l, 042l (01l, 02l, 04l, 042l).

Laminated profiles advantages:

Polymer-Powder Coating

Color Code: 01p , 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 15, 16.

Decoration is a technology of applying a pattern to an 
aluminum profile under a wood texture by vacuum thermal 
transfer to a previously applied polymer-powder coating. In 
t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  p a t t e r n 
penetrates deep into the 
c o a t i n g  b y  3 0 %  o f  t h e 
thickness, which makes it 
impossible to remove it without 
violating the coating integrity.

- durability and aesthetic appearance.

Then, powder paint is applied to the profile, and in a special 
spray booth, the paint polymerizes under the influence of 
temperature, forming a strong, aesthetic and durable coating. 
The presence of antique decors in the assortment allows 
creating “antique” interiors. Polymer-powder coatings are 
produced in accordance with GOST 9.410-88.

Color Code: 043-106; R102-
R195.

A feature of this coating is that the profile must necessarily 
undergo preliminary surface preparation, as a result of which 
the surface is cleaned and a conversion layer is applied. The 
latter not only contributes to higher adhesion, but also 
prevents the spread of corrosion under the paint in case of 
violation of the painted layer.

Decorative Coatings

In terms of “abrasion”, the 
decorat ive coatings wear 
resistance does not exceed 50 
microns, which meets the 
requirements of GOST 7251-77 
for polymer floor coverings.

Decorative Coatings 
Characteristics

4040
country oak white

4043
skaniye pine

4046
melford gray oak

4042
philadelphia light

4041
cocoa sequoia

4051
african lapachol

4044
riviera ice

4047
canterbury oak

4052
beaumont oak

4048
nebraska oak

4049
provence oak

4045
northern pine

4050
graphite oak vintage

4054
philadelphia grafit

4053
graphite ash-tree 

To the 
15 anniversary 

of the LUKA 
trademark

The following types of profiles produce in these colors: LS 10, LS 04-2, LR 06, LS 35.

15 new lamination colors

HIT series colours

4023
wengé passionata

4022
 christmas oak

4801
rene oak

4020
sherwood oak

4025
retouched oak

4027
 pastel oak

4825
palmira oak

4810
grosso oak

4024
light grey oak

4809
 allora oak

4822
alba oak

4031
graphite oak

4817
ordinary oak

4821
 robealis oak

4814
colonial oak

4824
california oak

4813
palace oak

4816
retouched oak

4029
garrison oak natural

4026
nostalgia oak

4030
french oak dark

4807
select oak

4804
victorian oak

4818
gartvis oak

4823
stone oak

4021
  tanzanian wenge

PS

profile type
length

color

decor

conversion layer

aluminum basis polymeric 
powder covering

34 COATING 
CLASS



Threshold-edge (PR) is intended for joining two different floor coverings levels.

Threshold-corner (PU) is intended to protect the stairs corners and steps.

Threshold-joint (PS) is intended for decorative joining of two single-level surfaces of floor coverings, but can be used for another 
purpose.

Complete List of Thresholds 
and Profiles

PS 01 PS 02 PS 03 PS 03-2LS 35 PS 04 PS 04-1

PS 04-2 PS 04-3 PS 05 PS 06 PS 07 PS 07-1 PS 07-2

PS 18 PS 09 LS 10 PS 11 PS 15 KD 01

PR 01 PR 02 PR 03 PR 04 PR 05 PR 06 PR 15

PU 01 PU 02 PU 03 PU 04 PU 05 PU 05-1 PU 06

LS 04-2 LS 04-3 LS 35 PS 07-2 LS 10 LR 02 LR 06

LR 50 LK 15 LK 01 LU 03 LU 30 LU 06 LU 06-27

Threshold-joint (PS)

Threshold-edge (PR)

Threshold-corner (PU)

Laminated profiles

bendable bendable

glue baseglue base

glue baseglue base

internal corner

colors of series 11

for a carpet

to
 1

0

to to



Profile for tiles and porcelain stoneware (PK) is designed to protect the faces of ceramic tiles and the decorative joining of tile 
joints.

Laminated flooring and parquet profile is designed to create technological gaps, as well as decorative finishes for floor 
coverings made of laminated flooring or parquet.

Profiles for Tiles and Porcelain Stoneware

Laminated flooring and Parquet Profiles

Profiles and overlays for steps with anti-skid inserts

T-shaped profiles

New Line of Aluminum Profiles with Matt and Glossy Finishing

PK 01, PK 02 PK 03, PK 04 PK 01-6/12/15
PK 02-6/12/15 PK 13, PK 14 PK 13-15, PK 14-15 PK 03-7/9/12 PK 05-2

PK 06 PK 06-7/9/12 PK 06-1 PU 08 PU 12 PU 13, PU 13-1 PU 17, PU 18

PS 09/LS 10/PS 11 LK 15 PP 01 PP 02 PP 03 PK 10 PK 11-8, PK 11-10

PS 15 PR 15 PU 15 LK 15 PK 05 PR 01 PR 05

PS 08-1 PU 71 PU 70 PS 08 PU 07-1 PU 07 PG 01, PG 02, PG 03

PU 09-1 PU 10-1 PU 09 PU 10

PK 03-7/9/12lp PU 20-8/10/12lp(lm) PK 06-1lp PK 01, PK 02lp PK 01-12lp Up 01/04/18-27lp(lm) Up 09/12/15-27lp(lm)

PS 09.01lp PS 10.01lp

bendable

bendable bendable bendable bendable bendable for mirrors

bendable

PK PK PK PK PK

PU

PS LS

bendable

to 12 мм

PVC insert PVC insert PVC insert

PVC insert PVC insert PVC insert PVC insert

border insertborder insert

screw fix















































Dimensions, mm:






